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INTRODUCTION

A determinate women, a big dreamer, a traveller addict, some call me

crazy, some entrepreneur, I call myself a freedom-preneur.

Introducing ourselves is always a challenge but necessary to make our

paper brands come alive.

My name is Luana Lenara, 24 years old, born in Brazil, I’m not a writer

but passionate of sharing my stories to the world. I love ice cream,

watch romance movies, know new people, live in different countries,

read a good book, listen music, help others, do volunteer work, sleep in

airplanes and work from my laptop with a great glass of wine by my

side.

I consider myself young but my life has been a great 40 years old book

about a 24 years old girl on the way to catch another airplane to the

unknown.

In this ebook I intend to share my world for those who read. I intend to

catch your eyes, heart and passion to follow your dreams. I also hope

you can realized soon enough that make your dreams reality is your

choice.

At the end of the ebook I'll introduce you an online automated system,

where you can work online and live freely doing what you love most.
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THE MELLOW LIFE



As a Brazilian girl, my life started in Brazil, 1991, Maringa-Parana. I

came to live from a love story between my father called Edson T. and

my mother Joana E. but a love story does not always ends well, sadly

when I was 4 years old my handsome father pass away for a better

place.

I do not complain for this episode in our lifes because I truly believe he

is our angel and he take cares of me and my mother. My mother was a

brave woman, she had no high school or undergraduate but the way

that she grown in life is impressive.

With 5 years old we moved to Campinas, Sao Paulo, it was there

where we builded our lifes. When I was 9 years old my mom and now

her husband Luiz N. used to own a restaurant and a butcher, we all had

to work hard to keep the business going. Everyday I had to go to class

and after my class was done I used to take a bus to go help my mom. I

used to complain a lot, it was not what I wanted to do, I was only 9

years old, I wanted to spend my time watching TV, going to the pool,

shopping, but I never thought I would be glad for those days with my

mother. Helping her in her business made me learn, grown quickly and

be independent.
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THE MELLOW LIFE

I am thankful, glad and proud for everything because of her. Since 17

years old I had a dream to travel the world, to go to Canada, USA,

Australia, but it wasn’t cheap to study abroad.

We waited.

I started to work in a company to sell cars when I was 18, I worked extra

hours every week to make extra money, even with my family support, I

wanted to be independent and I did. I saved a great amount of money

and went to a tourism agency and bought my “Au Pair exchange

program” to USA, but I was only 19 years old and I needed to finish my

degree, so I just invested in my future, planning and waiting again.

I went to university and with 21 years old I got my business degree, what

a gift to my mother! She accomplished her dream to her child, even with

no one to support her from the beginning. She took care of her child and

builded an empire with a solid base to me.

After I got my degree, I supposed to go to USA as an Au Pair, but I did

not know English at all, and my mother make a question for me: Do you

want to do a huge party for your graduation? My answer: No, I want to

travel to learn English before finally live 1 year as an Au Pair in USA.
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THE MELLOW LIFE



It was not what she expected, she wanted her child close to her and

under her arms, but she did not realized one thing: She taught me how to

be independent, how to be brave and determinate. And Of course, Dream

is a dream, stronger than anything else. As my gift for been graduated

she gave me a 4 months English course in Sydney - Australia .
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OUT OF THE CONFORTABLE ZONE



When you finally achieve your first goal, you do not realize how much it

can be scary but also how much you "find" your real self. Many people

give up so quickly on their goals, just by the first obstacle. Sorry to say so,

but if you have a real dream or goal, you do not give up, you rather fight

for keeping getting closer and closer.

Well, back on my story.

I left my family, friends, with no english, a place to stay for only 2 weeks,

no job, no one. I had to figure out pretty much everything in SydneyAustralia.

First, leaving my family and friend was not easy. I though I was tough

enough, but traveling, made me know better how strong are my feelings

for them and I really appreciated to have them in my life.

Second, the beginning is always hard for big changes in life, but thinking

in a long term, is for sure worth it.

In 2 weeks I found an apartment to rent. I was gonna live for 4 months

with 9 different cultures in this apartment. I could choose another place to

stay, but the challenge of learning english and be able to learn about

their cultures, motivated me.
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OUT OF THE CONFORTABLE ZONE

My roommates turns out being friends for life, we have no-end stories,

memories that will last forever and wherever I go, I have a place to stay.

I spent insanity days watching sunsets in Bondi, I climbed the harbor

bridge, I made the "walk coast" in Bondi to Coogee beach, I went to a

nude beach, I won 50 Aus dollars playing at The star &amp; casino, I

went to a prohibited camping in Jervis bay with 10 friends, we all woke

up in the middle of the night with a big storm that made our tents fall to

the ground, I drove a car in Oz which is the opposite side from Brazil, I

had to separate a girls fight in my own room, I fall in love, I made friends

from all over the world and infinity stories.
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